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A stutl1' was made of the switching process ct a single crystal of 
manganese ferrite at k95 degrees Kelvin~ It was discovered that there 
c I . 
. • 
' ~ . 
was no single process t~r a- given field, but ~ather a wi~ range of them. _ 
Among the many proce·sses observed were ones in which the switching was ckme 
• • • . " . 
• ,. .. : • - I .• ' • , . • 
. • . • • • 
l . . I • . • 
by one and tw~ ,ralls. respective~. These two processes were exem1ned in. 
detail. 
The- mot.ion· flf: the val ls was f oun4 to be dependent on the masnetic and 
.. r " .,, 
the~·history of the.sample. 





the ~esul~~ !~~ found ~o· ~e :~tterent f'rom those predicted by theory. 
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Two methods of stu~ the ~c behavior of the danain walls 1n 
the single crystal. of manganese ferrite are used in this thesis. For low 
magnetic fields the motion of the domain walls is the mechanism which 
reverses the direction of the magnetization ·of the single crystal, so we 
can stud1' the motion of the domain walls by studJing the flux reversal of 
the single crystal. From measurements. of the incremental permeability of 
·· the crysta1'"c1ur1ng a flux reversal :lt is possible to make an estimate of 
thf;t· 11umber of doJDajn walls present at· any time during the r~ersal. I 
wiU.- ·first discuss the general theory· for the flux reversal 1D. ·ferro-
a.nd ferr:tmagne1;ic materials. 
The qnamic reversal. of the m.agnetization 1n ferro- and ·ferr:tmagnetic 
~terial is usually studied by subjecting a sample 1n a remanent state to 
. . . . 
an instanteneous magnetic field in t~ reverse direction ~d observing the 
shape of the.voltage pulse in. a pickup coil. 
In Fig. l we see the typical shape of S'.'lch a voltage pulse for a poly-
. . . . . 
crystalline material when the applied field is sufficient t~ reverse t~e 
direction of magnetization completel.y. The r.eversal time T is defined as 
. ... ,· . ., . ' . ' . .. . s . . 
, I 
.. . 
the interval between the time when. t4tn percent of the tot$! flux has been 
reyersed and the time when ninety percent of the total ·flux has been 
reversed. 
' J The actual meChaDi Sm Of thiS tlUJC revers.al b&S been COnSidered re-
. . .·;. . . ·... . . . ' ... ....... . :, .. , . . ... · . . .. . . . ... ' . . 
cent·~··by a mmber of 1nvesti9,tors.. ·MetlyUk and Good.enough (1)1 formu~ated 
a, d.Qmain wall model ·ot flux r~~~~-1 t9:r .. f~rrit.e. and tape memory cores .• 
l. Numbers in parenthes~EI· ·J;8~t.e:r.:: tq. t~•:. ::~.il>U~graphy at the end of thi.•'. 
thesis. · · · · ·,:! 
-.. : 
':: 






... ,._ ......... ..;- . 
~ .. -
I -2-
In this model the tlux change is. accomplished by the motion. of the Block. 
. ' . - . 
. .. . . ' ·~ . . - .. - . .. ,. . -
. - ---· - .. .. . 
walls which seP&l:ate tlie ~@gions of differently oriente_~ ~eti~~~i~~. 
Later it was pointed out by Gyorgy (2) that whereas domain wall motion is 
- - . . 
. . -- .. - . . . -· ' . . 
. . 
presumably the t1ux reversal mechanism. at low driving fields, it cannot 




be the mechanism at higher· drives. A nonuniform rotation model was pro-
.. 
. 
rotate without causing a prohibitively large demagnetizing field. Recently 
• 0 I ' • • •• - - - ._ •••• 
• - t• • •- • ' o '• ._ • o ~ •• _. - • • 
several investigators have proposed a coherent rotatiot.al model to account 
for the flux reversal at very high driving fields. 
,, ",. -.. .. . . 
t 
A typical p1ot of the inverse switching time, 1/'f , as a function of 
.s. . . . . 
the applied magnetic field for a ferrite toroid is given in Fig. a. It can 
be seen that there are three regions in the curve, separated by definite 
. 
. 
breaks or changes in slope. !he three regions are suggestive of three 
rev.ersal mechanisms and it is possible to ascribe one of tlie above mechan:J ems 
to each regio~ • 
The lowest drive region ·is cal1ed. ·r.egioi,;; :-;Qnti~ ·. = the intermediate drive 
region is called region three .•. 
~e mechanisms. of the, f'it.~t ··~w9 r•s·~ons.: :'are:: ::·Me.cussed in greater 
detai:J. below. 
First Region. 
In this region the_ magnetization· reversal is pr1marily due to the 
I 
I - .., , o •'· ·• • • •• •• • •' •• 
• I - • • - .., ' ' 
nucleation (or f~~~ion_ ?f domains of reverse magnetization) and gr~h 
of: :.1.60 degree · Bl.ock. val.ls. ,I' 
Domains of reverse magnetization {bounded by 180 degree Block walls). 
• ! • I ' •• ' - ~ ' • ·- .., - ';' 
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\ ' 
stua, of possible lattice imperfections in magnetic mater1e.1s, whieh eau · 
•... I ' 
--c-.aC:t~&-1~cleation centers, with-the follow1ng .results: Th~ grain boundaries 
,• 1 . . • 
were found to be the primary source of 180 degree Block walls, with the 
contributions due to lamellar precipitations and· granular 1nc1usion also_ 
being important. 
-A.- given field is required to nucleate a domain at any given imper-
-·- . ... . - - . . - .. - . . -· . . . . ... ~ . - . . .. 
. fection. The field which nucleates a domain may be suttictent to cause 
- • ·- - - . • . • • • - - ' I •- • ·.o .,. ,,- - ·' • • # - • • " 
.• 
the dC?JDa1 n to _ ip:ow -~o completion or 1 t 11'1 require a highet- ~ield to c_~s·,. 
this to happen. 
.. 
The shape of the B-H loop is ·determined_ by the f ollowtng factors_ .. :-
, I ~ • • ·' : • • • •.. ". . ' : ' 
1) The magn1tude of the fields ~equil-~d to nu..clee.t~. ·t_he domains at the· 
' ~ -~ 
impertections in the sample, 
.. . 
2) Whether the nucleating field is sufficient' 'to:::ce,uee' th~ d~_tj_ t.o· grow 
. . ' 
to comp1etion ~d., if not, the magn:ltude of :the: :~~-~ia.- that. ts- ·nece.·ssa:cy 
to do so,_. 
:•. 
.. ,.: 
4) -The total amount of flux. r~f!~.s~~ ·py··tl;ie :~oti~*-· :¢,~_-.... _s~ven.:doma1_n ... _·~l:. 
'l'he ... imperfections also play -an. important part· -in :determin~ ~~e.- ·r~ence 
ot. ·;~e-: sample. 
;, 
, nt· m~etic _s~~"9ch·1_rig, th~ ~o.ercly-~ .:f'cr .. ~~ ;s, :t_he· ~te~cept of the 
1/T .'vs. H curve with the.H:·axis'. This nlue· is:·usual.ly called H , any 
··S - -, ·· · ··- · · -- - · · -- -,--0 - · 
f'i~l~_ ~ea~er than H0 being str<;>ng. -enp'ilgb_. t·o .. :J;~erse the magnetizati~_.in_.. ;,, 
the sample. 
Most of the magnetization 'is ·rev~;rse~ not: by the nucleation of, but· 
.• •• _ • - - • - "' , We • ~ :-.. ;• •, • • • - - • • ' • •• - • 
by the ~ubsequ.ent motion of t:tie.· ~n: walls. The reversal. time is pro-
-· ~ .. •· •• ~ • . , - .• • • • • • • - - . - . - -.4 • .:-. ~, • • • ·- •, • ... •• , ... a· - •• • - - • " • -- , "' •• ." ";, 
portion.al to the reciprocal :-Of -th~ wall ·velocity times the average dist~¢~: 
----
--'!"J .. ~ _L -
=--
-.l 




a wall must move before collidillg with a neighbouring wall and being 
annihilated. . !he clistauce a wall mu.st move depends of course on the 
~ ·-· 
number of W&+ls nucleated. Since val ls nucleate at lattice imperfections 
which are very clitficult to specify tor a given sample, it is in general 
(exc:;,pt in the ~ase ot a single crystal) not pc:>ssible. to determine the 
o, • • O • " • • ~ • • .• O • o • ~. ~ •.• •• -·, I I ' • .o, - I ••· •' ,' • -
d1~.1i~ce a given wall will move., cons~que~~q· the .sntch,ug time and its 
- . . . . . .. - . .. - . . . .. . -,;.... ' -- - ·- - . 
.... 
dependence on the applied field cannot be- ·predicted.· 
·-. - ., - - -.. - . - ...... -~ .. ·.. ... ... .. . .. •' 
Menyuk and" Goodenough {l) appli.ed the. ~-1~ ·wall concept to the :fl#-
.; ... -
reversal 1n pol.1crystalline f'~rri tes a·ss,m1 ng_· ~hat'. ·the number of walls· 
. . . . .... . - . . - . _; - ' . .. . .... . ·.··- . ·.. .. - . . . . -· .. - . .. .. .. ' - .... 
. . 
nuc.J.eated was independent of' the applied fielcl once the field was greater 
. . ·- . . ·- . . .. 
than the coercivity of the specimen. Theoretical studies on this paper 
and experiments performed with a single ferrite crystal have shown that the 
'·· • • • - • •• •• - • - •• #• •• .... • • • • - - • 
wall velocity depends linearly on tpe applied magnetic field. These 
- . . . . ... . .. .. . - . . . . 
· as.~\lDlPtions lead to a linear .~elation betw~en the applied field and. the: 
re,:g·~F~~~· o~- t;ti~ switch~ t•, which is u~ expressed. in.· tb~·:to~:: 
:S . . • T. (H~B.) 
· ·w. · .s. · o 
.. :s . ·1~::)µ16.~- ·a$. th,. s~tching coefficient . . ot :the sample. s is· not, 
... W·. ·· ·· =··-.-.· ·•·· .· · · . · W : · 
howev~r,. ·a c'?n~t~t .. fo~· all samples, ~t. ~ie.~: #th· both the material and 
~eome~:g :of'th.e:s8DI.Ple. 
, . 
:T ·is the .srltcbjug. time._. 
·:~: . ' 
:·,·~ j-.. 
.:11: ·f's ·the: appUed, fie1ci.: 
··.· 
ll . ~~: .tlle .-coercivity qr t~~-~old. 'field. 
:0. ' -: ,' , ''. ·'. . . .. - . . . ",•., . . . . . . ' ·~· .... . .... ~ 
: \· 
J:n .. :arriving at the above formula theoretic~lly:~: t~9; ~~i .. -~~ie>.c;i:tyr · · 
.... . . .. .. ";: . .; ·- .. -• .... ,_ . ...., '· . .. . - . . . . . . ·-:- .. :~ . -~· .. . . ··. . . 









I', . ' "::-. ::..:...-~. ::-, .· ::,.·: '·'·,:· :.··:. -_,,.· - . ... · ·_ -;:~~--.. -. -·.· ' • • · ~rT · • " 
-i--. ; ...... 
. .-· · ... :·· 
. 
. 
1) DampiDg due to:' induced ·e-· currents .. in, :the. ~-.,i.·:t: 
. ·• . 
:··-.:. '• '··~ 
~ .. 
.. ····:·· ..... 
2) DampiDg due to. spi.n: :relaxation" ·.·:· . 
. • 
~SW is the S~- ·o_f :,~h~ 'C~Jitri:WtiQ~S-: :~r ,·t,~ese: 'two': .. ;Fo:cesses.-. , .. In: :torri:t,,:, 
,; '. . 
because of :their- ·.high resist:i.v:t~y:,. the spin :relaxation· :ls thtt·. :4om:l~~t -:pro~ 
. ·. 
. .. . . 




:-~.s- :Un~'*· t~lationship -~s: ·:e>~e.ri-. ol;)~erved ~xperimentally esp$c:l.ally. 
~ :~_amples ·which have a scg,uar~ B~H loop. However, in some cases a linear 
re~ationa,h1p ·is no longer observed, and C~nger and Essig ( 6) suggested 
., ~-
. ~: ....... 
. that tlle· ·numb,r of walls nuc~eated is.· a ·:runction of the applied field. 
Their- .particular formulatior1:, however,. p~ed;tcts a more pronounced curve 
·.· .. 
. . . . 
. . . 
, . 
.. 





:"I.ater.::work has·.:.s_hOlm .that. t.~~ ,~-~er·.of walls nucleated does·-depend 
o~. tn~ _app_l$~d fi~;L~: .~tit it ·:1~ . ~fficult and sometimes impossible.: -~o: ·ge~: 
. . . . 




~ -.tit~:v~ expression reiati!ig .the· ·~pplied fie1d and the numbe~ of :wails. 
nucleated. This · is. du~. 'tQ: th~ f11,c:t· t~~: the ~umber of W&lls· del>9nds· : on:-





The transition ·trm.ri .r~gion, one ·tQ. -~~s1.~ii two: is marked '"by a ~~ge of 
-.;.,,.,,._ 
sl~pe 0?'. t:be ~eg:bi_n~ns ot a lin region ·on ·tll~ · l/T vs • B graph.! 
. - . : . .. s - .. . . . . . . . . 
:The model ·used in this reg:f.on :[ a. _n9n~f'9:.;,n ro:tatioiial one· which. 
.. .. ~ . . 
assumes· that the magnetization vectors at_ various points in the ,s_amp~~:· 
' • • • 
' ..- " -• - ' ,,-
• - • • • •• ·"
" 
' I •• • • -- • • •, •• • •' •': 
rota.1'~: .s~mul:~aneously but in such a way· that demagnetiz~ e~fe.~t.s :.&r~sing 
. ..· . ,, . . .. - .. - - ~ .. ' . . .. . . . . 
. . 
- . 
from ·tiie· boundary .c~ be -neg1.~cteci-~ 
. . - - .··-·,-. ' - .. :-.: : .,. . .. _. . •. 
·For _s_:Lmplicity le,t· us approx·imate. tbe, ··toroid by·~· µifilli~e. cy¥~d.er.:-. 






:r· __ -· 
.. 
. \ ... ,--,~-.. 
- - --------
. __ ,, -~--~-..----.. -.·-..- -- -- . 
_,_ 
surface poJ..es arising ·from ·d1scontinuit7 at the· _boundary would give.~~se 
to iarge demagnetisbig effects. Howeve.r, if we postulate a spiral flux. 
co~iFat.ion as shovn in Fig. 3b; the disc.ontinuity at the boundary lea~. 
to ·po_les of alternating sign. It the distance between the s~ace poles 
is much sm.iler than the specimen thickneess the magnetic field due to 
·these poles will be negligible. (OY'or·g; (3) has verified this observation 
' . . . . . - . . -
with a de~~e·d -~al.:CU1ation on the. ·EJpiral ._model. ) 
:~e rotation may- now be tre11.ted. :as occurring in the applied field.-
-
,- • ·, • •" • • ·- - • I • 
on:i., ·: .. , :Th~· e:ttects of crystal anisotropy are also neglected. 
. . . - ., - - - . . . . . -· . - .. . ' ~ - . . - - . . .. ·- . . - . 
If the mas-
ne~i-z.~~~on is rotating under the influence of· the applied field only, the 
.. . . . - - -· .. ... . - . ..... . - - .. . - . . .. 
solution: to. this equation is relatively simple. 
Tli~ ~quation of' motion used is the Gil'bert (7) modifica~ion· ot>~~e 
- 4 :- • ' • - • • '. - • • • • • •• 
Lan..~-·L:Lf~chitz equation which assumes that. the damping force resulting 
from. t~e l<?,ss o~ energy ot magnetization. 'is proportional to t~~ _:velocity 
o~ .magnetiz~tion. As a result the motion ,.ot the magnetizat.i~n v~ctor 
can be described as a. precession about ~h~ applied field .. in $ viscou~ 
• ; - ""!', ··: 
l 
't 
It. c&J): be· ·sh9~ ,~~t.: ~f .the damping consta.n.t. '.1.s =.z~r9 :qt: 1nf'.iri$te: 
t~e. -;ev~fse.1 ·t1me: ~ouid be infinite. Thi~ m~~s-. there must be .. at leas~ 
on~ valu.e of· -~he ·•piJlS .constant for which :the reve~sal time will be_ .a. 
•, • • • • :. '• •. •• • -~ ' : I -~ ,'l ,~., ' ' • ,' , • • :: ·,: 
mun:i.inum. Calculations· confirm the existance -Qt thj.s_ ·¢n1mum, and sbow 
. .; .,, 
th~t tbe equation of motion leads to a· lill~ar -re~t1onsh1p between. :th$ ... 
• 0: • ' • 0 - 0 •' ... ••• ,... 0 '. .: - _., • 0 • -0 :-·-.- ~- !... H• 
r~_¢ipro_cal of the 1'.'ev~rsal t~e ~d the applied fie.ld._ . The rei.&t:i.Q~P-~P 
. - .. . . .- - .. -~ . •'' . . 
is ·Usually e:q,ress·ed ·µ. ,the·_ same way as. ·.in: .r.eg~Qll ·q~e-, -y~z:· 
- . . ~ . .. · .. · 
... 
":' 
.. ',• ~ ~ 
....... .1 







SW l&·0Gf _course di:tter~nt. from what it ·-is '$n region one and :110 ·:Ls Jl()~-- ,the: 
inter.~ept of the extr .. polation of' the linear second region with the B ·axi$· · 
in the 1/~8 vs. H curve. Calculated values of the minimum switching co-
efficient. = are .-111 ··'favorable agreement with those measured experimenta1:i.y:., 
--1 · .. 
--~~ .:non~t~rm rc;,i;a~ional model a.];so yields an expression for the 
shap~ :tit ·the ~witching: · pu.1se. The calculated shape agrees fairly :w~U,. 
with. ·the: o\served s~pe .except for the initial- part of the pulse, wb.i'ch 
can oe. attrib:11ted to another mechanism which switches a small :fraction. · 
. .. ... 
. . . - .· . 
. . 
; . 
of the· flwc:.. !he· :agreement between the predicted and observed shapes· ·l·s: 
better for materials with square B-H loops than for those without~ 
Domain Wall Measurements Us~ 2 A1ternati.!1§ Magnetic Fiel~ 
The ~ncremental pe~eability of a magnetic material __ 1·s,. amoft$.: 
other things, prpportiona_l to the total area of' domain wall pre~ent. .• 
. 
. .. - - : .. 
Th~ µicz-~er;ita+.- :permee,b_i~ity is &ea.sured in th~ follow.ing :"fie::l~ -~ 
alternating. magnetic field is appli~q. to.- the. s_amp~~ ·by- passlng ·-an·: 
.. . - . . - ' 
.. ' 
. . -
alternating •current· ·thrpugh a q_o~l wound ·round -the· .emn1>te-. ~~- -~~.: 
tude of .th~. pickup ~n_-~other ·coil is:._measured._ !Fllis is Pl"OP<>.~i~nai 
to ~;h.~ -~itude: of' :the a:p:P,lied· ~l:t~r#.~it~-: ~e~$.c tieid and_. to the,: 
increme1:1tal permeabi-litr.• 
·In many cases if a. suf'ficientlt $i1all alternating fie_ld .. $a.: ·a.ppi:i.ed-, 
' . . . 
. 
t;ie · main contribution to the :i.ncrementa.l pemeabili ty will. /be f?!C)JQ. t.h, 
motion of the domain walls through very small distance_s. ~der ·these: 
condit'ions the incremental permeabili~y ri.11: de~ncl_ ~ect~ on· thEf 
numlier- .of domain walls present and on ·the c~ercive. forces acting on th~ • 
. -
. . . . . . ... ·- ·: ,. . .. . - . . . . . . .. 
Becker ( 8) showed tba~ if .the. in~em~~tal_ l)er.me,b_;~ity ~a~~eme~t~ were 
~ ' ·: • • I -- • • • - • ' • • 
mag.e w~ile a m~etizat·:t.on .-reversal ~~s ~alt1ng place, tor sufficiently 
-------
-------
-·. _' ~t~1 
.- {l5··:= '.( · 
• /.,I.,· .. ,[ 
t. y_--_- '·'·-•_ ••• 1) .. 1 r~-.,.:.-_:·:._-:.;;.;·~ 
iii 
-9-
•. ' J -
the unknoWQ-p1Ii.ning forces had.no effect on 
the -incremental. permeability, 1. e. the incremental permeability depended 
on:cy,· on the · amount of domain wall present. This method was therefore 
able to give an indication of the amount of domain wall present at any 
stage ·of the magnetization reversal • 
. . " . . . .... 
. ~cker used this techni~e- to: s~ccy-·· ·the amount of. domain ·'.W~1.- :··p~eseilt 
during the flux reversal of (a) a picture frame silicon :lr® s·ing1e 
- . . . 
... ~ - - . - -· . .· .. · ,,. 
.. . . -
.... . 
. ··. 
crystal- and (~) .a polycrystalline. permaJ loy tape. 
. .. - ~ .. . . .. . 
- . . . 
T)i~ single crystal was ~t. ·in Bl.l~h a way that the :r1~ rEfye~•.ai. 
could. only take place by the :movement of .one· or two -4o•h.i' -walls_ ac:ro~-~-: 
.the ·entire sample. Becker ,.fOUll·a. ·that: th~ iil~remental... permeability in 
this case remained constant thr.~9'it- the ·revers.~l:, its magnitude _depend-
ing on whether the reversa.l. was. due to· one o~ t11.o ~in walls •. 
In the permalloy ta~.-, :Be<l~er ·f9und ~hat. the· -~1mum incremental 
permeability occurre~ a"t-: the peak of· the·-._rev~rsal. pul•e,· where, as all 
the wails: a.re morins. with a .-constan't. yeJ.q~_ity·, there: ·must be t)le -~~-t~~st 
&me>Un.t ot . doma1-D wall.. _:pre1:1~n't .•. 
·Both ·these result_s agreed with what th.~ ·tlleories predicteci:., 
Previous Work -2!!. ~ Single ·Crystal Used~- this Thesis 





; =· -;-•• 
capabie of supporting a single domain wag.. The cores ·were: :p~Qport-~o~ed 
in such a way that one .fa-vored a mO'.'fing (.ilO ). plane .. 
. . •' 
: .. 
A sketch of the c_rys,:tal with· a moving (l:i,b:) ·wa.,l;J. is. given·; in· Fi·g .• '4: .• 
: 
. . 
... -·· :-- . ,·: .. -: 
:The switc}?4;ng propert1e·s .. o:r· these cor~s .were dis~sseQ.. ~- .a paper 
·' • • l • 
• •• •• 
; • ·~ •• 
-· • • • • 
• 
' • 
by l)ilJ;on and FArl (9}. 
·; ; ·- ..... · .. 
A ·bxiief'· i·esmn.e· of their. result·• -on- the 110 wall 
..• . • .• • I.• •· ' 
• •. •. • 
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·The· llO wall crystal (see Fig. '4) QQD18,1n wall has a constant area· 
:' 
and: it moves in -~ch a d:lrection·tha_,~ the magnetic~tield applied to it· 
:ls always the same. 
. ' I • 
At low driving· field-, the flux is reversed by a single wall, which, . 
after it is t~rn tree from the surface w~ere it forms, moves through the 
•. 
I 
cey~~~ ·:nth a velocity proportional to the applied f1elcl .less the internal 
coerclve force. Figure 5. show~ the sha~ ~~ the vol~~4!- _pulse due to the ,.·· 
cry&tal being switched by a Qingle domain wall. It can be seen from th~-
. . ... .. . ... - ' -
. . . ~ . - - . . . .. .- . . ., - .. 
·' 
figure that the wal:,l does not ~o~ iJ:>.Stantan~ously but reqµires ·a con_-. 
siderable time to nucle~~-~-~- .. Tl:i~- *iic~e~~i~~ t_1-e· Tn approx1mate~· obe:,s· 
t~~ fe~1iionship 
, iog . T :=· ~A(H~H .. )": 
'·-.e. :--~- ··· .···· O< 
wh~:r:e: .A· ·:ts_;:.~- P9S·i.i!v.~ ~pnstant. 
This. is: thought to b~· du«! t.o·th~~ w~l_l :r~~lly ti~~ajt:~ng· a~ay f'i•~: t~e:· 
surte.-c_e· :(~here_ it. ·fe>~d} m1ci snappi~{lat. The: wall has a cons~~ 
. 
. 
a.re~ _and.. a: co:n.stai;it. velocity: so ·the 011tput .pµl~~ 1._s fla:t--1i.¢>pp~d .. ~or·· ·the1 
rematnder : of the: ·reversa1., 




- .. . - .- . ... • .. 
magnetisation_ .1.s reversed by two ·walis, ·tiie revere,al_ takes_: :Pla~e l.>y·· ii: 
. . . . . . ... 
. .. .. ., . --· . ·.; ·-. - - .. . . .. . ' .... _ . . ... -· . .. 
greater 8.1:ld greater number of w11.Us and · th~ shape of ~b.t\t ~se ·bec·ome_s 
• - ' •• • _; - "• •,,· • ,_
. •• -
I ' :· '.. • • ' ' ... • • ' 
..... ·-: • '-• -· • • .... ':" • 
: 
more: complex~ At very ·_high driV:~- ~1eids the pulse shape is thft_s~~ 
. .• - ..... - ... ··. - -.. - . . . . . .... ~-: . ,.; . 












walls are ~ucleating that the crystal is ette~tively pol.Jcrystalline 














2) EXPJ§lWAI, APPARA!roS 
r 
The -pparatus used in this thesis .. l·s., shQWn .in block diagram form 
1n Fig. 6 .. 
A) ~ ~e Wave Magnetic Switcher __ 
The 8 qµ.are wave magnetic switcher: ·.1·s :that pa.rt ot Fig. 6 . enc1osed 
in the dotted line. 
. ~. 
The cl.ock, the delay ~n,~ &:4a: -~;ne·. s·ctuare. wave generators are1 ~U, 
DEC trans1storised logic c.1rcu1t$ . .-. 
The el.ock 1s· a stab_l~; mtµ.~iv:ib~tor~type variable trequenc7 os:oillator· 
• - •' a- ,. - - • ·• - , "• • •. • • ' • • • ·. • : "' .., • .O • • -
with a puJ..se output wh~·ch i's use·d.,for trigger.ing the remaining DEG cir_cuits 
. - . . . . ~ ... . ..... .. ;'t,/: - . ~ - ' .. - . . ·- - . ... . . . .h • • • .- ' .. -
and ~he Tektronix oscilloscope. The frequency of the pulse is ~ontinousl.y 
. - - . - - ·, .• .. 
variable from 50 (lycles per second,to 500 megacycles per second. c~se 
control is obtained by changing the capacitance 1xl the .multivib~.at~r: c:~cuit . 
. ·, 
A variei.b1e:. :r:e•istor in the same c1rcnµ.t ~ovide• .fµiet. ~o~tr~l., 
-~e. ~:Lay ;Ji.nee contain a 9.ne~·shot multivibrator· aria gc,~e.rat•: :tit• 
•; 
the end·. ot the ··:delay perio~, a pulse :l.den~:l.cal ·to. ·the one fed. to· tiienr 
at the begllltling Q~ th~.period J>y t~e cl~ck. ~e le~h· of the ~.lay, 
.~ 
' ' ~
like. the. c1o'¢k :fyequency:.,- .:ts eontrolie4.· by me~s of a range' of c·o11:densors 
and .a V'~iable res:Lsta.nc~,. The .~~~y-· c~. ·~.e v~ied from 0.25 .mfcr.o·~-
secolids· ·tQ 20 milliseconds. 
The ,aqua.re wave. generator$ :~e>the same circuit as the delay lines,. 
·. ·.•· . . .. 
Here ·the negative 1evel during th~ delay is used to generate the square 
. . ·" . . . "' '~. . .. ~ ·. '· . . . . - . . ' ,• .. . .. 
wave:s •. :~e length o~ :the: square waves is controlled in the same way as 
• • .• :. ~ • • i. • • • • .. . ... .. ... .. -·. - . • ' ~ • ' • •• -
the de.la)': tinies 1n· :.the: delay· .1·1nes.. It was found that square waves of 
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the .largest condensor in the square wave generators is one half of that. 
in the ae1ay line, the longest pulse obtainable was only nine milliseconds 
,. -. 
n. " . .
 .. 
lo~. (The driver, however, could not haudl.e pilsee of this long a 
dura..tion.) 
All DEC pulses including the ·square waves· are between ground and 
. 
three volts negative. The f'requency ot the clock was adJusted so that 
current never. existed in any one of the. driv~r circuits for more than 
. . ~ . - - . ~ - - ... ... - .. - ·- - . 
one tenth of the time and also so that the entire pulse program was 
completed inside a single period of the clock. This el:Jm1nated excessive 
heating .of the driver circuits and any possibie ·interference between 
. . ... ·' . - --
.. . ·- .. .. . . - .. ·- . .. 
square waves generated by successive· cloclt .pulses • 
.. • -t .. ,._ .• .. 




generator where it generates a .square wave whose l.eaaing edge. is at time 
zero. The same pulse :is :simultaneously .fed on'.to the inputs o.f. three delay 
lines so that there a;re .g~era~ed three add:.ltional. square waves, the 
lead:fng edges of' which .are. situated in time ·accord1ng to the settings 
I 
of the· delay lines, that ·1s., b,tween 0.25 mi~:rosecond and 20 milliseconds 
after :time zero. 
The same clock pulae is. use.d to. ·trtgge1:: ·~be· Tektronix oscillo~cope. 
. 
' 




and several milliseconds .by the controls on the square wave generators. 
! • ... . 
. 
1 
Thus the equipnent pro41:t~~s. f~" square ~ves of variable length 
and position in time but of · constant amplitude. 
Each square wave is fed into its own buffer and current amplifier 
- . .. . . . ·- ' .. . . 
... . .. ~ . . . .. . ... ~ .. - --- ~ - .... . . ~ . . . - - . - ~ ... . 















fixed. The output of the current amplifiers is · .:I.able betwei~ sixty 
·• 
milliamperes and one ampere (these two cirouits are described in greater 
' . . 
detail later). ' 
The outputs from the first three drivers are ·connected to,the same 
. 
' 
vina,ng on the saiple. The current frain this winding is lead through 
a one ohm resistance to ground. The output frcm the last driver has its 
. . . ,. . ~ ,. - ~ . . . -· . - . . 
. 
own winding wound 111 the opposite direction. The current from this 
wind1ng is sent through the same one obm carbon resistor to ground. Thi'3 
last windjng is used for the reset pulse. 
The shapes, lengths, amplitudes and ·po~1t;o~s_ o~· ~1; .~h~- puis_es.: _ar_e:: 
found by measuring the voltage ac;ross the one ohm resistance. Although 
.. 
. 
on the Tektronix oscilloscope the reset current gave a~pulse 1n the same 
J .... • • 
• • ' 
I 
sense as the others, due to the reverse direction of its windings, it.· 
~~ave a magnetic field ~ t~e .OM,)OSite direction.. The reset field was 
never applied at the same tm.e as the switchiDg field so the current 
from the reset winding never: gave a pulse which inter:terred with the 
. 
. ... . . :-, 




drivers ·could, if ne·cess~): 'l;,~: sent through the switching windings 
simul tm,ie·c,µ13·4": • 
. ,· 
length, ,, ampli tu~, and position in ~ime. 
B) The Buffer ~ eurrent Amplifiers 
A circuit diagram and a description. ~f ·-~iie: · op.erati"on.: .,o.t'· ·tb~,: :b~::f~ir 
. . . · ... •' 
and current amplifiers is given in Fig_ •. 1:. 
·' 
_·tr_ -
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When llO squ&re: ~Se. 1B being 0 : ... ez.-&ted by the logic· -~ircuit the j ' .: . . ' 
base of the·butter transistor is at ground potential and the transistor 
~ 
is on. With the transistor on the Junction of'the 550 ohm resistance 
aud,the con.denser is approximately at ground potential. The condensor 
isolates the butter from.the driving section so the bases ~d emitters 
. - .. 
. . - . 
. 
. 
o_~ ~~h driver transistors are at the same voltage ( ·15) and .no current 
exists. 
. . ~ ·-: . . . ... 
:·!he l18.J the· drive:z;e transistors are connected is an artifice 
which allows more current to be drawn for a given base voltage on the 
f~~t driver tran.~istor than could be drawn if there were only a single. 
transistor present. The two transistors ~so ran much cooler for a 
given current than a single one would. For a· given voltage between the 
base of the first transistor and the em,.tt.~r. ot ·the second the· 
device behaves in the same manner as WO'\ll~ a ~ingle · transist~r, tor 
the same emitter-base voltage. 
.. ; 
·When a square wave is being geaeta:~~.d-, tlie 'base of the butter 
trans~st!)~ -~alls to -3 volts and the trausist·or switch~s, ott. The con-
densor. ·cannot follow this instantaneous change of voltage so the 28 
. . . . 
volts i~ div1:aed between the 550 and 1700. ohm· resistances in that ratio; 
. ... - . . . . . - . . - . 
therefore ··22. volts appears across the 1700 ·ohm resistanc-, .. · This J~ltage 
causes the z~~r .. diodf! to ~eak.down so that o~ b:2 v~lts.~s 
between the -15 volt term1nal and the base of the first driveu'ransistor. 
- ~- . ,,. . ,- ·- -
I 
Thus 6.2 volts remains across the zener diode as long as the RC time of 
.. . ·- . - -·· . . - - - - . - . .... - .. . ... .. . .. . . -· ~-
the condenser keeps the voltag~··across the zener diode above 6.2 volts 
. . . . ' . . .. - . . . . -- -· . - .• ... . . ~ .. . - - -· .... - . - .. 
or until' the butter is switch~d .off.. The R 1n this case u.cludee the .. 
... -· -·- ...... ·.. . ... . 
.. - -- •' -.· ... , .· · .... • ·• •·• • - •• ·, • - - -- o4 • I ·- ' ~ I -~ • I : , -- ... ·-- - .. , ,.. -
. ' 
·. . ', . 








• ·-1 , 
parallel:_, ' RC time is however always made 11111ch longer than the ~atioii._-· 
of the s~e wave. (It is· the :ac time whi~t11 ·the length of the 
pulse that a driver can handle. ) . Thereter&---UD:t!l-iihe-,,'blf.tter transistor 
is switched on again there is approximately ·6.2 volts between tl,.e base11 
of both driver transistors and the -15 volt term:lnal. 
. ·- ··: - - . ~ . . . . . .. .. . ... . - .... . -' - .•. . . . . ' ,. .... 
, I , 
'The emitter-base current 1$ approximately the same as the collector 
. - ,. . .. . . . 
current so the amount of collector current which flows is approximately 
' ,\ •·,· ' I 
I 
6.2 volt~ ¥v1~d l>y_ -~lie _r~s~stance in_ ~he variabl~ .resistan~es between 
the· a;se<!.ond,cµ-iv~~ t~~istor's emitter and the -15 volt terminal. This 
current. flows through.· the ·coil windings ~d the on, ohm resistance to 
groun~··:. _:~~ref.ore .. ~! . ~~anging th~ :~~s.is~~e·: of ~~e· variable resistors 
one :~~ 'vaey the· current in the load: . 
. ~e ·purpose of the inductan~e .. lletween th~ .emit1i~r and -15 vqlt .ter.;.· 
" 
minal 1s. ·to. prevent current 9V~rsboc>"~s:. _Its: ·va;tue is supposed· to· ·be:· ··such 
. '·' ·.•· •' 
that ··~he 1;,/R t~ -is ~thill:the::r:tse time ot·th~· Eip~l:ted·puJ.se~ s.o. ~~~: 
it· does. ·not increase excessiv~ly- 1;he rise· ·time ·of the current pulse. 
In pract:tce the value of ~h• inductance chosen was a compromise between 
. 
.. ~ . ... . 
oversboQt and· th, ri~e time . The rise time of the pulses was between 
0.1 aud Q.4.micro11~comis .depending on the: final current and the size of 
the inductor in the circuit. 
When the b~~er tr~si~tor is· .:s!i.it¢p~~: :~n again by the :s:cauare_:~use 
. 
.. being removed from its base,. the .'base ·or ·the first driver t~s-~s~o~· q,-.. 
. ·:· . . - . . . . ~ - -·· ~ ,· . . . 
~.comes negative with respect :to the· :eniiiiter· of the se~c;,na,. switching_ oft: 
. ··-- .;. ·-.• ... . 
/ 
•-:,.•. 
\....- '' .· ·. ',,/ 
. : ~ 
I 
t,\, 
.. - -· ... ·.: 
1111 
I 






~e logic ·circuits have a Q ;rise time 'Of 70 Dlill:lm:I croseconds' but 
. I 
immediately after switching on or off· there· is a great deal. of ringµlg 
noise. After switchjng on, the _e:tfeets· of this ring~ are p~etty well 
e]jminated 1n the current pulse, beea~Set ":the noise is at a much greater 
voltage. than the breakdown voltage of the zener di.ode. At the switching 
Qff end not much could be ~ne. A higher inductance cut down the noise 
. 
• • • I 
but also the rise. t~, -so _a compromise had to be made. However it is 
only· :·in __ partial switching_ experiments (experiments in which the pu1se 
is ~topped b•~ol9e the· · ~lux reversa1 is ·complete) that the noise · at_ ·t:b.e_· 
· rear- end . has -~ :ilnportant effects. 
·w1.t~ ~e lind:~s ot. poor ris~ ~~~; '.(it. :~9. .cfy'~r~~-09~: -~r · .ta~_i noise 
-··. . . .. - . . - .. . . . .,. . . . .. 
' ' 
is to be allowed) the ·circuit beha.veci.very veil _in'cleed-. ·For _Si~le crystal 
•. . .. • ;! ,,, .•• -: .: ..... 
experiments long switching pµlse_s wer~ ~e:~~:d- :·~:q_ .t~t· .even, . ~ :PIJ.l:S~- with a 
' ' 
poor rise time was relatively ,s~e.-.-
. .. . . . 
C) MiscellaneoWJ Ap~~tus 
·The alte~ting ,_1'1881letic: :.:r~.t;1.~: '~~s- :obtaljied .. -~~- a_. ';Bewiett~P.ae~d 
. , . • ' • . • ; '., .~ • • • 7• •• • : • 
auq;io. qsci-llator·. One output tend na1 :of· 'the :osci.ilator •-~ -gr~de_Q;:~ 
ThEf--.other ·was connecte·d to· an, _800: ohm r_e~is~anc~ ,. which_ ~ turji; was-
~onn,cted: 'to_ :one- ~nd of ~ s_eparate .c_oil winding:. The· other: end o.t·· ·the 
-'/,· 
wiµdJilg WS.~ QC>Jinected ·-to:. 8.11- 8'.:J5· :·ohm: r~_S1S.to:r:· Which_.µ>.:: t~· Wil.~ COI,lllected j _ 
to , __ gr·oundf 
- - - - :_~··_n 't __ h_e_. ·c_-·01 __ 1_·_, :.was: as·certa:ine:a ::b __ :v;i measuring"_· _, ·tlle ·yolt"'-ae 
.. Tll~. _c¢.rr:ent-, ti· -D 
- ··, ' 
--· - ~-
acr9s·s· -- the 8.75 ohm resisto~· with. ·a~ektronix oscilioscope. 
. .. - •'• . ·- . - - - . . . . 
The -800 ohm re~istor :acted as a .. buffer load so that the change of 
- : ... • '. ' -- . . ... - .. - . - ... ' . . - ---· - ' - - - . - -
incbictauce in the coil during switching caused a very small change in 
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!he current in the coil was varie4 by using ·the outpa.t voltage control 
... . 
ot the oscillator itself\ 
The s,~e_ crystal itself is. wound on a plastic bobbin so the windings 
• : •' "". • • t I • 
', 
' 
could be pa.t around a polished single crystal without chipping its sharp 
corners. 
The f.ollowing windings were put on the boJ)bµ,.: 
.. ' . . . 
a) ten-_turns to measure_ th~ voltage output duriilg. -the.·. -.t1ux reversal ·aa~ 
• - • • • - .• • .J. ~· ... • • •• •• ... ... • -, -· ••• • ••. 
...J • .. -· - • ~ .• , • - • •.. . • · ..••.• 
' ' incru.:ental permeability m.ea•urements, 
. '• . ·- _,. ... . . - "' ... . . . . ... .. .. .. . .. - - . 
. . . - .. . . . ' - -· - .. . . - , : , . . · .. · ' 
b) ~ive turns for alternating magnetic fi~ld,. placed on ,.the oppo'site 
' I' 
side of the bobbin frari: t~e ten turns, to Diin:hn~ z_e- inchlc;t1.ve pickup' 
I ' 
,, 
e) four turns· us·ea· to al)ply' a lf.&peti~ ~.1.el4 ~~ the .. coo]-~ng of: th• 
crystal,. 
d) ·-t~9- sµ>.gle ·turns used ·tor· applying ·the actual. _.wit_ching fields. 
... . . 
. . 
... . . 
As far as possible the windines were evenl) distributed around th& 
bobbin to •1n1mize pickup between the different windings. 
The· m&gnetic fi;'!d on the s~le is calculated from the formula 
·. • 2: Ji .·:I-
.h •..... 
•. 15~: 
·"~'-~-•- ·a·- _1$ :1~.- oersteds,_ 
. ·,. ·,. ··-·· ..... 
:~· :is the ?lumbe;- :of·_ 1,;~-, 
~- - •-, . 
. -.... ,, . ,· . . -
:t · . t.s ·~Ae_ curre#t 1li .• re.,::,: 
.:'i58. ·cm. :is the: "mean" ra.di.~-: -'c)_f-'' "\;be: 'ccystal ... 
. . . ·., 
' \ .• -. . . . . . 
:The, ·m.t{gnetf-c field. used whil.e co.oling -the crys:t~l ~~s ._ob~~•d_ --~t . 
. ·.,' . . . . . .. ·: ;-·· -. . .. • .
 .; .. . . • ! .' • - • .. ... • ... ~ . ~ .• -- • • . ·- • -· 
passing eurrent thr~- the tour.-turn winding previouslJ ment,ioned. Th~-
.• I ,.• ,•.-.·.~,- - :, ... ·.·, • •~ ·-··-
•·• ··-:- •• - _,. ,-•-• • ., 
• .,. ••··-., -··· •.-•
 ... •'- .,.,..' -
·-:·•••.• • ..- -· 
curr~nt· we.ff obtained. from .a _lead storage battery, controlled by means of· 
· ....•. - - ... -. .. . .. -··: • "';.~ ...... ; •.. .-.·. •. -- • ·- . ·-. .... •I. - ... :- .• ~ ",'::
 ............ -- ........ ·- . -··· ... 






.. = ' r~~-·~;_'\r 
~ - ,·-- )( 
.. 1£~ :f. 
f>~~~:'.:: -/- }~~i i:,~•.111,. f i:,? .. '·. ::1;~1) r<·. :,s··,J, 
t\'.:fii f'b=· ... ·-~-
. it;:;'.::,- _,\~;~: 
c?;:;;,·'. rJ 
.. 
A ~ektro~· osc_:lll.c)SCO.l)e with either ·a· 5:3/,4:a ··q't, ::53/54D ·preamplifier: 
~ ··~ .. 
... ' , .. 
was "Q.Sed 1io: 
a)·"~asure the current in the switcb:Jng coils as previously described. 
(The field can be calculated tram the formula.) 
I 
/ . 
b) stu~ the switcb:lng pulse,s and measure the incremental permeability 
. . 
of the crystal. 
c) measure the current: 1n· .·tile alternating field coil as previously des-
cribed. 
- . -~· . .. ·.-: 
'~. 
·1~ 
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3. EXPERIMERTAL PROCEDUBE AND Bmums 
A. Dc:IDain Wall M:>tion ~ Switchll;18 Processes 
I 
Although two single crystals of manganes, ferrite are mentionecl 1D 
the introduction,· oJll.T the {µ.o) crystal was used in this thesis .. This 
crystal was· loaned to me by J. F •.. Dillon ·Jr. of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. 
The. (llOJ :waf1 Cry15tal is cut ·S.Q· as ·to get switching by simple domain 
wall .configurations·. To get switching by -a single domain wall it i's 
~ :· . . 
. . -
neces~a:ey to ce>oi the sample down: to 195 degrees Kelvin or lower, in the' 
.,. .. , 
presence of a magneti.c field. -~- experiments in this thesis were done 
at 195 4e grees Kelvin. Evidet?.ee seems to poin,~ _ t~ ~lie ~~c~ that the 








perature to which the sample :~~ ,co_~led, but also. by the past magnetic 
and thermal history. of: the samp+e.. 'Thi.a ~.1.1 'b:~ further discussed lat.er 
. 
. 
in t~is theses. 
:The first tb:!ng atudied· :.was ... :the shape of the voltage pils·e~.- w~~n, 











... . . 
the "read" .pulse, was· -~he· one studied. The second sqµare wave magnetic 




. t ' '. . ' 
- • ,I ' 
Magnetization. 
. . 
·Both ·magnetic fields were. over one millisec_ond long, 
. . . . 
r . . 
.. 
which is. far·longer than any switc~~ pulse seen·to oc.cur". ~us:the .. 
: . . . . . ' 
. •, 
:' . . ,. .. 
... ·:· ... 
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!!he a~ form. ot the pulse was dependent on the magnituae of both 
the readjng and the reset fields. ID,the rang~ of fie1ds used it us-.J'q 
proved possible to get switching b7 a single dome.in wall, though this 
- ' 
often necessitated using a very high reset field. The prespikes on these 
pulses were usually h~ gher an~ longer than those at seventy seven ~grees 
Kelvin, shC)WJl 1D the paper by Di~oa and Earl (9) .. W:lth lower ·r~set 
' - _,. • I ' .,. - • . • 
. . . 
. . 
~ie;a.s~ .a~!~~~ a fair~_ f~t top at_.~~e· the height ·of the pre-
vious one could usually be observed. This was 'thought to be clue to 
I I ' • ,•• ' - • ~ 
' 
switching by two domain walls. Later experiments wil1 be discu.ssed to 
show that this is .the. case. In the meantime I will continue to refer 
I. 
. • I 
to· t;tds as. tp.e ~two wall process". For the twQ· wall svitchins.· proc•·s·, 
at seventy seven degrees, Dillon and Earl ·could distinguish Mfferent 
nucleation periods for the 1n<11v1a:n.1 walis·, which :I, at ·195 degrees, 
. . '-· . .. 
cou1d not. It was not possible, mere.ly by vEL.?7ing the reset r~eld, to 
I 
have the s·ample ~~tch by the twq wall process every time. Rat"-ler, 
each· time t~e s~le was switched~the· .1:roc~ss: ·llas different, the simple 
two wall process· occw:ring a~.out. once every· ·five to ten times. The 
most comon 1>r.o_c~s~· ~s one where the· switching.: ,~tarts ·out .be·1ng· done 
by tvQ walls and then .c~es· to one, wa~l :1;0 .complete the fl~ reyersal. 
Switching proc~s:se.s :1nvolvil;lg .a higher number: of· w,.Us were also observed, 
. . . .. . : . . l 
as "ell. as p:z;-oce·s,~es· involving a :grea.t number ·of walls to begin with 'and. 
. . . . . .. . . . ·• 
dropping· to one or two. . Al.so opserved were processes · which started out 
as one wall and event~lly c~ed ;to two. Whe;n t~e~e · was a ob~~ fr~. 
a greater number of walls to a lesser, the change was usually rapid, i.e • 
0 _. ~ • 0 ~ • , 0 • O .. .. 0 0 •• , - • • ~- o •• I • • - ......... -- - • 0 •• 4 - .:.. 4 .... • 0 
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2) eam:plicat~d states intermediate between the great,r and lesser mmibers 
When the number of walls increased during a reversa1, the change was always 
grad11al. 
,· 
Even during the motion of on~ or two domain walls -bhroush the sample 
the top of: the output pulse :r1uctuates slightly. This is due to the 
·- ~.. • -
! • - • - - . - • . . ... • • • • 
... ..... - • ... . . 
statistical distribution of·ceystal. imperfections which snag the wall 
and ten_d to hold it back .. 
:A/J: ~ere· was a continuously changing pattern . on t~e oscillosco~: .::J:~ 
. . ... -· 
.- . . ' ... . .. ~ . .. .. -- - -· - -
had ~<?.-~~,:~he_ ·s~le ~w.eep f«ea~e '?~. tp.e, ·T~r~nix ~~cill~sc~pe .• :,_ .I 
- • - • -. • • 
.. •• l 
I 
did _:p.ot ~ua.lly, .~ye, e~cept. -~- ihe case ··or a single wall, a high .de~ee 
• ·- .. • - •. ... . . 
. :., • • • - . .• •. ._... ~ ! • .... . .. - - • ·• ' •.. . - • ' • -· ...... · '" 
of prc;,babili ty of' getting the process I wa, looking for, so I used an. 
. . ·, -.. . ". .. . -
---
oscilioscope with a high. pers1·stanae phosphor and triggered the oscillo-
scope until I saw the pul~e shape:~ was- looking for. A time exposure 
was then taken of the persisi..anc, of 'th«, _pulse li.Sing a very fast fiJ.m •.. 
. . I 
The scale was then iµum:h:iate..d __ ·ua.. a ·time eJq)osure. of thi_s taken_ to 
complete the photograph. 
The- first e~riment. consis~~d: .9:r settl?ig ·the reacl~ng. field at a 
. . - .. . . .
 ' :.. . .. : : : : ', . . ' ": -. . _, . - - . . . . ~ 
given value, :~~ th~ re·s~t fie;ici_at·::a vaiue, ,~n;ch that the single~, 
process was the 'coiDJDon one, atid·using- the ·procedure described in the 
.. f... ' ' 
previous paragraph to g~t -a.. photo of this type :c;t . pulse. The res~t 
I ' . . • 
. . . ...- • ' ~ ' •• 
field was then set to .such a value_ t~t ~he two wall process was fairly-
- . .. . . - -. "'"' . ... . -
... -- . .~ . ..: - - . ~ .. .... - . - - . .... ... .. . .. •' -· . ' . .. .. .. 
comm.on, and a photo of· this o~~ii;lod, ·using_ the same proce·dure. 
... - -- ··- _,,, . . . ... . ·- .• .. ·- . . .. .. - .. 




was repeat,d over as. wide as :possible a, ·r,mge of reading fields.. :~e·· . 
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lower; ·1~t was ·that field which was insufficient to keep the sample 
switching, and the upper iimit was that field for wh1c_h it was no. longer 
' 
. 
possible to get either the single or double wall switching mode. 
With regard to m1u,mum fields two facts might be noted: 
l) S~t~es, but not· usualJy, at low fields the switching pulses--did 
not start at the time at ·which the square magnetic field was applied, 
I • 
but at some random. time during: the duration of the magnetic field. 
When they do .start late, the pulse shapes are, however, s1m1lar to 
those ~hich started at the_beg~nnin.g . 
2) -~e. 'field at which ihe switching stopped was .. not the field at which 
.. .. 
• • •. . 
l 
it started again. It· was_~dfte'n nec!ssary to·, go 0.05 to O~l oer~ted 
:hi~e~ than the field at whic·h the process had stopped to get it _started 
again. 
At bighe;-.: fields it wa.s -p~-~.1~_1e :~o· g~t .. simple fiat-topped pulses: 
but when they were plotted on the .graph. e.s ·dis~s.,ed- later, it soon 
• .. • • 
• • • • • 
I 
. . 
became apparei;1t that these- were clue to switching by -more than two .wall,_s_. 
. . . 
. ~ ~,. ' . . . : . . - . . 
'· ' . 
To return to the actw.s,l experiment-, a :plot ·o~ field vs. domain wall 
spee~ was- made .for. both .process~s.. The field. was· of course calculated 
from the· ·C'1rrexit- -in ~he_ .cp1.l·, w~~ch:·µi turn fs:·obtained from the voltage 
~ . 
acros_~- -~ one ·.Ohm' resistance: a·s pr~ouslr de_sc;-i'))ed. The speed of the 
singie. domain wall was calculatfl<l -~ tpe followiJJ.g: ~I)er. The time ~ 
.. . .. 
. - ' . . . . . . . . 
. 
. . 
from .the maximum height of the prespike (see Fig. 5l to the end of the. 
. - . . 
. - . . '. . - . - - . 
.: ,· .• .. •. . . - . . ' ,, .
... 
process was measured from the ·photograph.•' Tbe total distance the wall· 
- ~ . .. ' . . . . . . - . .. -· 
..... . . ·.. . -· . . . 
.. 
must. move is known from the. dimensions of the c:eystal. Therefore, by 
• ·- - - •• 
• ... • 
• ... - .•• 
... '·. .. • -
••• •. • • ....
 p • • ~ ... ... • - ~ .... • • .. • 
. I 
divi<ling this distance (0.145 CDi.) by thei time previously obtained, one 
- - • o' _. .. • 
• 'o I O O ';' • " ." • "':""" .. • 0 _,
 f - ~ ' " _., • • - 0 • 4' • • o • • • ,... • • • - • • 




torn. itself free from the surface. at: which it nucleates at the maximum 
• :, • ~ • • • - • • .. • • • • ••- V ,•• -• "'.- ,,
 • o • ., • ,· - '" o., ·-
• ..,. ·• • • • •• • • 
height· of the prespike and also that the ·,'W&J.l, a:f'ter being nucleated, 
·--. ·_. .' ,· . - '•' ~ - .. . .,. - . .. ... :· ....... - ·.. .. - - .. ··- .. - .. . . .... .
.. ...... - . -·· ...... ~ . . 
..... -. -. 
' ' . . !: . 




~ .. is still very close to the surface. Neither of these facts··vaa in-
I 
vest1gated, · but the above was the method used by Dillon and larl in. 
' 
calcutating-<their dan~:ID wall.speeds. 
The double wall process was treated as though there were only a 
- , 
single wall present· and the speed of. this "single" wall was calculated 
as above. 
The results of a .typical experiment are given 1n Fig. 8. 
From the figure ·it· can be seen that the speed of the single wall 
is proportional to B-B
0 
as predicted by the theory. The intercept of 
the two wall process is the same as for the one wall process, but the 
speed of a single wall to double suddenl.y for the same field, so this 
indicates two walls both moving with a speed proportional to B-B
0
• 
It is logical to assume that the constant of proportionality is the 
same for both walls, i.e. each travels with the same speed as a single 
wall would at that field. 
A detailed stucly ot the nucleation perio\ ot the sample was aot 




l) The nucleation times were not always ,the )ame tor the same pr9ces_s ·. 
,.,._/· 
at the same field. 
2) Different reset fields were used to obtain the sae processes at 
different read fields. 
However, it was usual:l:y observed that the maximum of the prespike 
of the two wall process -took about twice as long to form as the maximum 
of the prespike of the single wall process. 
If' the sample has a different magnetic history when it is coolecl. 
and/or is cooled in a different manner, repetition of the above experi-
mental procedure produces a graph which may have a different intercept 
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C .- .• ~ ..-
---
~1c1ent to saturat'e· it at _room temperature, ft -"is always -iil a saturated 
state during cooling (The fields necessary to saturate the cl'Ystal. at 195 
degrees are less than tho·se at room temperature). It is 1111- belle:r that 
. ~ '. .. . . . 
the final state of the sample is mainly dependent upon: 
1) The magnetic field during cooling, even though this llUSt always be 
greater than that necessary to saturate the sample at ro9DL temperature, 
2) The last process by which the sample was switched, 
' 3) The- rate at which the sample was cooled. 
This dependence on magnetic and thermal history was also noted by ·i)1:t1on 
and Earl. 
. . . . -
-I, .clid n_ot perform 8.131.- .~xpei-iments: to examine the relatiol:l be·tween 
the above parameters and the switoh1ug behavior of the sample. 
: ,'' .. '_l •• ' - ••. 
:Table one indicates the intercepts and slopes of the graphs obtained 
when :the experiment descrlb~~ ~ this section waAs performed on the sample, 
~hen it had several different ~etic and thermal histQri,~h 
iable 1 
· · Slope·s- 'a.il.d lnt·ereepts ·for Various Magnet:tc·. liis_to;rl~s_-
. . . . . . . . . . ._ 
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" ' 
It appears iii · general that the higheJ.' ~tiil'cept the J.r):ler the Slope. 
- > • 
-~ cases where the c~pared intercept1:1 and/or slopes are very close to~ 
gether, this order ma7 be reversed·. This may be due to experimental error 
but I thjnk it is due to the fact that slightly different parameters 
determine the intercept, H~, and the :slope. 
B)_ Permeability Measurements 
I~ a s1nu~~1~JJ;, alternating .~~~c ~ielcl ~-s -iipplied ,to the ~~le 
the _peak to peak volt~e of the sine waves_ in the _pic;up _coil (whether 
or not th~ sine w~ves are ~~pe~~osed on-~ swit~~ng pu].se) is directl.y 
proportional to both the 1ncrementa1 permeability of- ·t11~ -s·ample ani=the 
. · .... •' .. ... . . -
;, .. 
According to· Becker· (8): ~I?-e:·:in~~~~~--pe~e~l>ility of th~ ·Sf3.111Ple 
::ts, ~ing switching,- _direc:~ly .. prol)Orti_onal to the amount of domain wall 
present so ·:tha:t; the .increment~! :?e~abili~y ~i~ a· single wall process 
(after th~ prespike) shc,uid be one. .half' that during a two wall process 
. .. . 
.(after its -prespike}. Tb.is did. not prov~· to :t>e_ the c-.se which caused 
,. 
same con:f'llsion at first_. ·Th.e pe~ to· peak ~oltage during a reversal 
.. '. . . - . - ·,, . .... .. . . .. . 
was found t_o be freqµ.ency ·aependant. No explanation for this could be 
found in -Becker's paper. ;Both the trequency dependanct. and the lack of 
i • • 
:.p;-_9pq~ionality can be .expl~in~d. -with the a~d· of the -~~es- giv•~- 1n Fig. 9. 
~e. experimental procedure tor each of: tlie q~e.s 9n .. the: :=graph·· will 
ln, .. · ·:$xp1ained first. 
:-~~~e· -- 1·_·. iV.ILI. Y·· ·· · 
. . . . . 
·--
This -~s·. ·cione· ·to· investigate: ·tbe·. :~t~~ .·illdµCt~c~. 'between .. tllE! :co_i:1, 
·:····- - ·':. •-:--·-· :: -.· ..... :- ·- •.•- .• • ·.: -·! ;•' :· . :·· ·- ·- ~- . - :'"'! --~ ..... "";' ·:·;. . : 
use·a: to. apply the alterna:~irig magn~t:fc· f~e~d and :the· :pickup: -cotl, ·wh~~---
• • •• > ·- 0 • 0 0 - • .. ,o • --: • 0 ,.• • •• - 0 ,, • ••' F - 0• •, •'' • .. • .. ', ··-. •• ... 0 M '• •' ·- .... • • ;_ •, .. : .. •' •• 0, •• 
:there is no magnetic mater1a1 :tns1a.e .the coil•·· ·For- this purpdse· a 
• :. •- ••O• • .., 0 • • •••• -~ - •· ............ - ••.. "t•N- .... ~ ••••;- ••• • ... ·.:· •~ • •• ••• • ...... '. __ ....... _ •.••.'"'": 
diDDiDy bobbin with the -same dimen.s.ions-... as tpe orfginal was ·ma~ El.lld.-
.. • ~ - .. • ' I I - • • • - ...- ... - . : . ' : '.• • • • ''. -- • •., . • ""'" ,-- o ,., • - o, " • ' ~ • •• '." • • .., • • .• • • '•,•:. 
. . : 
s~lar wind~ng~ pu~ orv.--~t· •.. _Th~:_:w,md:f~s _on. the: &<:~aj _bcf~bii;l .. . w~re . 
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·' 
~ .. ·.,.~ , 
111.possi'ble to cblp~cate exactly so the dunvny' s MLltual. inactance is prq-
babl.y only within .2c:,J,, of the mutual inductance of the actual bobbin with 
no·magnetic material in it. 
The peak to peak. current in the coil was kept constant at o·.229 
aaperes for all frequencies a:q.d the peak-to-peak vo1tage of th, sine 
. . . - . - . ',,, 
wave ~ the pick up coil plotted against the freq11en~y. 
CUrv'e 2 · 
---
; 
A field of 2.02 oersteds is applied to the sam.pi-. ~d a plot of 
.l 
output voltage versus the frequency is made for a constant current 
(0.0299 miperes) in the alternating field· coil. Th.j.s plot is given in 
curve 2. 
. . ~ 
The voltage output is greater for a given freq11ency'than curve 1. 
.. 0: r· 
due to the increaental. perme1;1,bility of the crystal at 02.02 oersteds. 
There is not a large increase 1:11 voltag~ _b~~ause of the low incr~ntal 
permeability of the crystal at saturation and because the crystal occupies 
. - . . . ) ~ 
I;{~ 
only a small fraction of the area of the coil. 
A similar voltag~-freqµ.eney plot was made after this fiel.d was re-
-, 
moved. Tb.is plot was not given, as it falls midway between curve 2 and 
3. The incremental permeability in this case is the incremental permea-
bility at remanence after reversal by a 2.~2 oersted field. The· slope 
of this curve is given in table 1 where it is labelled 2A. 
CU.rve 3 
---
This is a plot of voltage versus frequency (for a constant peak-
to-pe~ ~ellt. ~f ~.~2~9 amp~~~~ in the al~e~ting_ .~i~l~_ ~~1;) !-t .the 
point midway between the two switching fields. ·The magnitude of the 
.-_ ~-~ ,-_ ----:--.-_ -
' ,~ ; 
. r::, -
·,-~_.n _ _. __ 
-, 
·----· 
, read tie14 was o. 535 oersted so this means that the iu.craental perm.ea-
~Ui t7 o~ tbe sm:iple :ls now the incremental permeabili t7 at reme.nence 
after reversal by 0.535 oersted field. 
The cbatlge between curve 2 and curve 3 is relatively smaJ l, largely 
becav..se the sample occupies onl.y a smaJ l fraction of . the area of the 
coils aud because· ot· the shape pt the B~ll loop. (Refer- to Dillon ea4 
Earl's paper ( 8) tor this. ) 
CUrve 4 
---
·Here the peak-to-peak vo1tage of th, sine waves on the top of a~ 
. .... .. . .. ·, 
one-wall. switching P\ll.Se are plotted as a tun~tion of :r.requency tor· ·a 
~ • , • • • • ~ , ' . • • • , ' ... • •. L • 
I • 
constaut current of 0.0299 amperes 1n the alternating field coil •. 
' - ' • .,. • - • " •• • - "" • "•· ' •• -· t- • ~ - . ~ ... _. •~· • ,. • • I •• • ~ - -
As previously mentioned the tip of a switching pnl.se is not at all 
. smooth . so neither · 1s the line , ( which I will call the mean level) about 
. -
. .. ... 
which the sine waves w1.ll oscillate. The peak-to-peak voltage of the 
. ! 
sine waves_ is very de~~de~t en ~~e ~an level, so much so that special 
precautions had to be taken to ·1nsure that the sine waves, tram. which 
. 
the voltage was measured, were all at the same mean level. !his ·was 
done by first adjusting the vertic,1 position control until the pulse 
.. - . . . . - .. - -- ....... ·- . . ... . -
height at which I wished to measure the peak~to-peak ·voltage was ex-
- ' . ... . - . . -· •' - .... . - - - ... .... . ' ' .. -· . . -· - .. . . . . . .. -.. . . 
aotly in the center o-r the oscilloscope graticule with no alternating 
.. .... .. .. . . , __ .. . ···:-· .... . . - ' .. -- - . .. .... - ....... _,,._ ... ·-
field present. The al. ternatiJ;lg field was then turned on and pictures 
• • • " • ,.. 0 .. - - • - • • • - • ., . ., •. - - .. - ••. ~- , , • - • ,• 1 - • I • ' ·•• •• ' ' • t• • • 
· were taken, using the t~c~~~ e.J.re~_ ~~~~ibed, onl.7 _when the m~an 
leve.l of some of th~ sine waves observed were exactly ~- t~e center of 
the graticule,_ ~ plat of voltage v~~s~~ frequ.en~r w~ made. Exactly 
the same technique ts used later for curves 5 and 6. 
. lfi:i 
·_, :. -:·• ,'r '. 
iitlif 
.j 
... , .-"\ 
-:--- .... , .. !1-...... ~ 
Applying an alternating field,. for a given switching field, usually 
had the effect of mek1ng the process involving a higher number of walls· 
occur more frequently. This is more noticeable for the lower frequencies 
than the higher. 
CUrve• .. 2. 
.·Thi·s was obtained in ~tly the same way ·as curve 4· except that. in 
thi~ -case the vertical position was set so that the mean level of the 
two wall swi tcJ;d ng process is in the center of the graticule • 
CUrve 6 
---· ·. ·-
A process was frequ.ently seen. to. occur .. :for which the mea.u level was 
only' slightly greater than that for curv• 5.. :Slmi~ measurem.ents were . 
made on this process, and the ,results. plotted: .on ·curve 6. !J!hese results 
will be discussed later-• 
. Giv.en: below. i"s. a· table .of· the· ::tn~·er:~.e~-~- ·,~d, ·~l.i~: '~_lq~•- ·of. , :the:: ·'c\irv.es. 
l 
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-From the ·gr&phs .and ·tal;>le 2 it appears that the peak-to-peak voltages 
• i ·- -• 
- -- ~ ;___ ' • • -· • • - • • .. • L. ... -
J;1m.$t ·'be· made up of two parts, a frequency independent part (which is ~he 
--=-· '!"° • - _, ' ' ', - '~ • I .. -. • - • •" -' • - • ' .• • • - •• • _,. •• • • • • - • - £. • • A • • • •-• 
.·J$jor e.ontributio~. :'1,~. i;he frequencies use<1) and a frequency dependent 
. ' .... ,::, i . . 
•,, .. :; .... · ..... .; •••••• ; •. ·_: ·;_.. ··1 : ·..: - . ,. -.. . . -· ... ,. - . . -
··-· -·-··-- --····~· 
Curve :3. show~ tba'.t the frequency dependent part .cannot be entirely 
... •.• ••• ·.--'.~~-~--.-: -· , ... •-:··~.·-.::.~· ·.- ....... ···-··-- -···· ... -··· - -··--·- -···· ---- ..... _ 1- _, ......... -
I • 
due to the mutual lnmtctance between the coil used f~l'· applp.ng the field 
. . •, . .• . . ··.. . .. 
.,. .. -$- 0 
aucl·the pickup ·coil, when there~ is no ~et1c material in the coils. 
The slopes ot Ctlr'V'es 2 and 3 are much the . same as for curve 4 but the 
slope for ~e 5 is ab~t a third as much--··again. This iD.dicates that 
there are a number of processes contributing to the frequency dependent 
· voltage output. 
The ,voltage_ out~t due to a plane wall (or a wall with a constant 
D 
amount of distortion) moving through the crystal wQU].d ~ot be frequency 
. . . - - . .. . - .. . . . - - -- . -· - . - . - . . -- . . . 
dependent, as all the .alte~ting field would do (provid1ng it is not 
• • - - ... .._ ·- - ·- - • • -- ••• - • ,r• - • • • ... • • ... - • ~.- ·- .. •• • - • .. - • • • • • ' • • ~ 
. D 
to~_~g~)_is.t~ ~~~-~!l-~ __ down 8.1:1~-~~~d it up~ain. ~s would 
give a tr~.qu~c!_ ~dependent volt~! ~tput. 
~e walls traveling through any sample are· thought·= _:by. most iD.ves-
,~.igators to be distorted for the following reasons :. 
:a.}: The field is not uniform over· the sample . 
. .. 
b.J Local snags' due t~ cry~tal ~rf ections' ten~ to. :bold the wall back 
... _ .... : . . ... . . -- .. . . . -- . ... -- - ' . - - .. . . - .. - ~- . . . . . . . -
:~d. µi so doing distort it~ The maJority of· these· snags will, 
• • ••' .... ••' - • 
- ~ • ~ ' ' ' I : • 
- • 
-. • - • ' - • • 0 - • -
· ·c:tg:~ta1 I used lie on the surfaces of the crystal especially the inn r 
· lUlPOlished surfaces. 
To expla:ln the frequency dependence I also have to assume the dis-
·tort'ioli ·proportional to the drivillg field. 
~- .distortion can be thought of in -the following manuer(fhis is 
·-··:;t~0t· .a~ ·definit~on, nor do~·s it hold at the beginning or end of the domain 
,, .. _.:. 
.F ' ; •1-. .• .• • . ·- • .. .,. ~ • • • • .• • • • - - ... - ·- .... - • • • ••• 
:wall motion). Consider a ·p~e wall travell:Jng a .short distance !behind 
·- . . .. . . ....... ' - .. - '. . . . . .. ... - ... -· . . - ·- -- - - - .. - ... . . ,, - .... , ~ .. - - . . ... . ... .. . 
the distorted wall. with the same velocity as the distorted wall. The 
•-. ' t 
·- • - • ' • • • • .. I ~ ..._ • • - ,.._ • • ,. - • • • ,o • 
amount of switched flux between this plane wall and the distorted wall 
• • .• • • - . ' ·• - • '. .• - .. . ' - •. - .. . .. - • - • - • • . . . - ~ • •If .. - • .. . -- • . • • .• ' 
can be thought of as the distortion. When the field is constant the 
.- --·.. ....... ••• • - ... , .. ·-· .. - '"J --···· ..... , ... 1 .. - .. _. __ - ·- ... ..., .............. · .. - .. - .. ---·-. - ... . 





f'ield. The actual shape .of the distorted will continuously cbatiges but 
the mean vo"lume of. the swit~hed flux ·between it and .the plane w~l re-
ma1Jl! ~onstant. Whether the applied field is changed abruptly or 
sinuso~dally, the pl.ane wal.1 will always travel at the velocity corres-
.Q:\_..........--.... ... 
po11d1~ to ~~e instantane~ $pplie~ field. !he amount .of switched_ flux 
. . 
between it and the distorted wall varies with the drivins field because 
. . . . . - . . . - . . . - . . 
\ 
the wall distortion depends on the driving field. As the frequencies---..;/ 
. ... ~ . . . ' ~ . ' -
used are relatively- I.ow, I think it is safe to assume the distortion· 
- . . . . - . . .. . . ~ - . . .. - . .. -
can follow the &~lied s1nuao1~ t~eld_. This means that the alternatins 
.. . . . -
:field ·goes through a tull cycle, .not only' does the wall speed up and slow 
: , •• .,. • - ., -. • • "' .. • • .. 9 • - • .• - • - •• • • - ... • • • ' • • •• • • - - • 
:tiq1i'p., but a certain amount of' flux, due to distortion, is switched and 
. . . - . . . - .. . . .. . . .. -' -
unswitched. This f1ux reversal takes place twice- as f'ast at 200 kilocycles 
.. - - . . - -· . 
·•~ at 100 ldlocycl.es so it can be se~n that the peak-to-peak voltage, due 
:to ·this procer:,s,_ is linearl.y dependent· on the· frequency. The contribution to 
I 
·the· incremental pel:'Jneability by a domain wali is the sum ot the two pro-
·ceases discussed above, hence the s~ope _&1;1.d ·non-·zero intercept at zero. 
frequency of curves 4 to 6. 
' 
At first sight it might :appear that the frequenc1 dei>endenc.e .of ·the 
I • 
:~~-1;o9'.,peak voltage for the one wall process may·be du~ to·th, .s~t9 
.. ,.• . . . . -
:p~~gesses that give rise to the incremental permeability in curves 2 
,:·and 3. It this we:re so, how could we explain the greater slope of curve 
. - . . . ' . - . .. . ' 
5? ~ of the dolna.hs of reverse magn.etizati:on ·which give rise ·to .this 
•• _ _ . • - , • 4 .... • • 1 •, I ~ • • - - • • , • .,. •• • • :_ •• ,... • • • • • ·- - ' • • • -
permeability will a.ct as nucleating c~nters for the first domain ~al~ 
... . - '. - ·- ... . . ·- - - . . . - - . . -· . . ... ·- ... . " ·-- . .• -· -· ·- .. -, ..... ... . . . .. . - - -- . . .... 
and so are effectively revoved atter ·t.he 'r1rst domain wall ~- n~~~~~ted . 
• - > - • - ' -· - • • - ..,, • ~ • • • ... • • • - - • - • ... ... - ,. • • ' • ....- • .., ·- -- - - , 
Tµere has to be BOlne process to make up for this loss of permeabiiity, 
... ,. -- - . - "' - ... . ..... -- - - . 
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Just· what fract1·on ·ot the remanence permeability si t•s go to form 
· the drat wall is impossible to say. It is also impossible to say what 
• 
traction of the remainder goes to form the second wall and· What· fraction 
· does not contribute to the formation of either domain wall. Assuming 
that one· :half of the. 1:'emanence incremental permeability sites go to 
tQ~:: th•:· ;first ~ and the other half the second., we find that danain 
·wali ·41stortion at 200 ~ilocycles accounts for o.66 mill~volts in the 
:two:·wall process., 0.19 miJ.U.volts in the single wall process. The result 
~m.,.t a single wall's distortion ·1n the two wall process accounts for 0.33 .. . ' -.. •· " o ' 1 " " • t , • I • " • .- • :' 
- I , • • • - • ·• • • • -
_. • 0 ', • 1 • • • 
::millivolts (assmn;Sng ~qual: contributions) and a single wall in the one :· . ...... ~ . -- . '. ~· . ~ . ...~ ... . . . . ... .. . ~ - . 
·wall ·process only 0.19 millivolts. This is certainly due in large extent . 
. . .... . . . 
. .. 
to picking the wrong fraction of remanence incremental permeability sites 
removed by each process., but also due to the fact that the relative 
amount of distortion of a ~all in the t110 wall process is greater be-
·cause of the interaction of the walls with each other. 
' · · The important thing, however, is the intercepts of curves 4 and 5 . 
Here we have extrapolated to zero frequency so the frequency dependent 
processes have no effect and Becker's theory ho1ds. Tbe ratio of the 
. . . 
. 
intercepts is 'iiinost ~~ on~~:two. which is conclusin evidence 
. . . . 
. 
. 
that the switching processes. studied ·i~~J.ved one and two walls res-
pectively. 
Experiments were done both ~t .. ,re.manence and on the single wall pro .. 
~ • : • ~ • ... - - • •• • • • • .i 
... • -· 
cess to see how the pickup voltage depended on the current 1n the coil. 
• ·'"' ,. • • • - - • '• ' • • • C • - . • '"' ~ ~. ' • • • .• '' •-:- ,.. • 
- • I • • -
- • • • • • .., • • • ' • • ' ' ' • • • 
used for·applying ~he ~ternating magnetic field. 
'! • •' .. '.... ., ·,.- • • .. .... • 
-, 
- . • • • • - _,_ 
- • ·- • • • • .. • ~ • 
.. -
(The same technique 








,rhich the ~o-pealt voltage was measured a.n ai the 'same mean level. ) 
!he piak:up was found to be proporti.onal to the current with~n the limits 
of.experimental accuracy. 
Experiments·were also.doxJ.e to see haw, f'or a given alternating 
L . . • 
field, the pickup voltage depended on• the sw:ttoh,ns f'ield. The I piclmi, 
' • - • ' ' I • 
voltage was found.to be 'independent of the switching field within the 
- • J -· ••• - • - .• - • • ... • • ··- • 
• 
· accura:cf <?~ .. t1:1~ experiment. 
The output due to a plane wall ( or a wall in which the 4istortion 
~ . . . - - . .. ·- ' . . . . .. . . . . . -· - . .. . . - . . . 
is constaut for all fields) will 'be independent of the magi,:Jtude of the· 
.. - . . . . .. .. . .... . .. . -~ ·-.. - . - . .. .. . . . . .. -- . .. .. - ··- .... 
• I 
·' 
switching field and.proportional to the magnitude of the alternating 
- ... . . . . ... ., - . . . ·- .. . . - - ' . -- - .. .... ~ ·- - - - - .. . '. . . . ... - - .. . 
magnetic f'ield. This means that the output due to wall distortion must 
behave 1n the same way. It can do this oDq 1f' the distortion is pro~ 
. . . . . .. . ... ... .... .. .. . - - . 
portional to the driving field. If the above were not true we would also 
not for a sine wave input ·get a. sine .w-.ve output. Therefore, these re-
.: .. ... •··.t . I 
·.~'1:lt.s show that within the l1m1ts of experimental error the distortion. 
•· .. , • • • I 
,::i..11 .~in~ly dependent on th~ .dr.iving field • 
. CUrve,: 6. 
-.~r 
It is hard to explain the presence of the process giving: ri,se to 
.. :· . . .. :·. ;, 
. . 
·1;l;d.s· curve. The process involving this mean level was seen. to :occur 
. .:..: ": ~ -~.·- . :." .. . .. ' . . . . . . - . .. - . . . . . . - .... . .... . '·. .. . .. . . - .. ... ... . . ... . .. . ' . 
·:c1ur1ng the measurements for curve 5, even more frequently than the. two 
•:, • • - - .-· -~ ''- - '• .. • , ' - •• • •• . • - ',. - - •' • '•· - ·•· •. , • -• •·-•• • • •·- ., - • •' .. •. I .... ••· I• .,, ' 
lf8.ll process which was being measured, so s:lmilar meas~ements we~e 
.......... ··-· •• ,,. • ., .... - .,, ... _ •. - \ --- ••• 1'" 
taken on the process at this mean level, and plotted in curve 6. · 
. - - . . .. . . . ~ . . ·" - . . ' . - . . . . - . . . . 
The~~~~,~~ ~~e,~ean_~eye;.~+·~~~ Cll.r!!s .. ~.~ 5~ .~d .. ? were_~~d 
using a i'ektronix voltage calibrator. ~s was found to be; curve 4 
........ ~-~' _.; ......... ~ -. 
curve 5 : curve 6 • 29 : 58. ; 66. 
,;: .. ; 
• 
• 
.. :"• . ' 
.. ·: 
' 
The mean level of curve 6 was seen to occur only on the end . of 
pulses which bad alreac11' been switched by a higher number of walls, so 
lt is probab~ a complicated remn.~ state tram ~ higher process. No ':--
:•xact interpretation can be given but it does illus:trate the complexity ~ 
- . ) 
:of scae of the switching modes. 
The intercept of the curv~e. ·4: .. aad 5 should be proportional to the 
slope of the speed vs. B pph _·for the state in whieh the sample is during 
the mttasurements • -All the above experiments were done wh~n the sample 
:W&$ in the state which had an intercept of O. 222 oersted _and a slope of 
,'-..._ . 
.• . ;?;220 · :,:::d. for "the· 'siJlsle. wall process . !md. 4 ,4oo for_ the_ tw~ !&11 _ 
:·~rocess. It -~aye~ ~~~~ible, though many attempts were made, to get 
~ 
·-tll~ sample into a state sufficiently different from this to get conclusive 
··~1.dence that the intercepts were proportional to the slope. Previous 
,t:o 'the t:tme· at which the measurements described in. thfs· section were 
JD&de., ·I' had had ~t ,in _a suitable state, but ·-it proved µaipossible .to g~it 
.... ; .... . .. :, . . - -· . - . . ·- . .. - .. . . . . . ' . . .. _.. . , . ' . . -: :. . 
-it' back to this or a similar state, as not enoµgh· W&$· .Q<ml' .about· ,~t 







; : 4:1( 'DISCUSSION 
It is apparent ~hat at· 195 degrees Kelvin, even at the low switch4ng · 
.. 
fields used, there are- many different sntching modes for a given 
.. 
. ' ' 
switching field. Experiments performed show that some of these can 
~finitely be identified as switching by Qne or two walls and same_ as 
' . . . ... . .. .. . ~ -· . - . ~ . . . . - ·- . . . . . 
a ·mixt~e of ~e and two walls·., though how one of the wa.lls can annihilate 
- •• • • • - • • I • "' ' • • · • - . - • • .., • •·· - •4 • • • ._ • • 
itself without ann1h11ating the other s1multa.ueousl.y is not quite unclitr- . 
• •· - • \. I - • • ' •. - ,.._. • .• • ' • ' 
stood. ~e pr~Qess by which· the sample switches is continuall.J varying, 
. .. . . .J· .. . -. . . - . . . . . - .. . . . . . .. . . . .. - - . . _I #·' 
but is partly. clependent on the reset field. This is understandable' as 
,. 
the number of domains of reverse magnetization ii1 the sample, before the 
·. . ' ' . . . . . . . - - - - - . . - . - . . .. .... . . . 
. •l'.¥«1· ~e, is dependent on the res~t field and iJ at these doDJains 
· that a wall is most likely to nucleate. (A high reset field lee,ves fewer 
dom~1J!,B _ of ~eve1:s~ ~eti~ation tor w•lls to form on, so we usually only 
get switch1ng by a single wall.) 
are sometimes observed at 
.f 
1.ow· fields, and whenever the field is increased beyond a certain point: 
·-these are the only processes that ·occur. 
. . 
The cryBtal is also tound to exist in states 1n which the slope and 
intercept of the speed vs. switch~ng field graph are ~fferent even 
though the sample is at the same temperature. These states depend on. 
- " . - .. - . . . . 
the magnetic an,d thermal history- of the ceystal at that time • No detailed 
.. . . . . . . .. - . . .. . ' . "" ... - ·- .. . . . . . .. .... - . . . . - ,._ ... . . . . ' . .. . .. - " - ·-· .. . . . . 
investigation as to what causes these different states was undertaken. 
-· • - . . . .. . • .. .. . , - ... - - - ·- . .... -··1 ·- . -·· ... - .. . . ... .. _ -- • . . • ·- .. - . - - _. - ·- ..... 
When incremental permeability measurements were made to try to con-
.• •• .,. - • • ·• ' • • - • - ,· I 4 • • • • • ' .. 
firm that the ·switching modes being studied were indeed one and two wall. 
- . - - . • . .... ·r _.; •. . . - _. •. • - ...... ... • ·- . • .. _. • . - . "'" -- .. • ..., • . - . . . • • ... ' ' .. . - . • • .. 
processes, it was found that several factors ~ot mentioned in the theory 
'" - -~ -· ··- - . - • • . • . .. • ... - ...... - ·• -·· , - • ~ ,t.·· -- .. • - - .... - .. ... . ~ -· ... . . - - . •. - _. . • ••• 
had to be taken into account. The theory· also had ~o be modified same-
• ~ . • - • • • •' . • -- •• , .. , . • '•. • • • - • - • ~·· • •• • - .• . - .• - • , - ~ • I ' •• • • • . 
what to account for the frequency dependence of the peak to peak voltage 
···- __ .. . _. ... - - -- " ..... - - ' - . ... ... .. . ·- . . 
output due to moving domain walls • These modifications, based on the 
• 
-41-
the commonly accepted fact that the. doma:Jn walls ·are d1,torted, not only 
explafned the frequency dependence of the moving danain val l s, but ·also 
sho~ed how~ by extrapolation to zero tre.quency, the contributions of the 
I 
freqµeney, dependent processes ca,u be el:1rn:1nated. The intercepts of the 
. ' 
graph at zero frequency are proportional to the area of the projection. 
. 
of the distorted waJ.l on a plane whose normal is 1n the direction of 
-. - ·. . .. 
. . 
·motion. As the crystal used is cut so 'that this plane wall must have 
~· .. . -·~-- ...... ~-- ....... 
. a given area, it is then easy to see just ·how ma.n.y walls are present. 
.. . . . . . - . . . - .. - . . . . . . . . . .. . ... ... .. .. ... . ... .. .. -
The resu.J..ts also showed that 'within the accuracy of the experiment 
·the amount of distortion is linearly dependent on the driving field .. 
. .. .._ . . . ... . - .. .. 
:Whether the exact amount of distortion ( if such a. qiianti ty exists.} is 
dependent on H or on H-H
0 
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